Learning efficiency increases when study trials are spaced apart rather than blocked together. Interleaving is a kind of spacing in which similar items are studied in a mixed order. Previous research has shown that learners typically think blocking is more effective than interleaving. We allowed learners to control how much blocking and spacing they did. In our crucial second experiment, 61 participants studied five photographs each of 10 species of penguin. They arranged the spacing between repetitions of a given species by deciding, on each trial, which species they wanted to study next. During repetition learning (where each species was represented by a single photograph presented repeatedly), participants did more spacing and less blocking than they did during inductive category learning (where every photograph of a species was different). Rather than choosing blocking or spacing, participants chose blocking and spacing: They chose the same species on consecutive trials frequently, and when they did not their choices frequently maximized spacing. The high frequency of blocked and spaced responses was offset because participants rarely chose intermediate amounts of spacing. The authors hypothesize that participants used a "thorough and fair" strategy: Instead of consciously considering blocking or spacing when they decided how to study, participants blocked because they were trying to be thorough when they studied a given species, and spaced because they were trying to be fair to all of the species by not returning to one species until they had visited all of the others.
Hundreds of experiments have demonstrated that study trials produce more learning when they are spaced apart rather than being blocked together (e.g., Cepeda, Pashler, Vul, Wixted, & Rohrer, 2006; Dempster, 1988; Glenberg, 1979) . The benefits of spacing are robust across materials (Hatala, Brooks, & Norman, 2003; Kornell & Bjork, 2008; Taylor & Rohrer, 2010) , time scales (Cepeda, Vul, Rohrer, Wixted, & Pashler, 2008) , age groups (Balota, Duchek, SergentMarshall, & Roediger, 2006; Vlach, Sandhofer, & Kornell, 2008) , and even species (Carew, Pinsker, & Kandel, 1972) .
In this research we investigated a kind of spacing called interleaving. Spacing can involve studying information A, B, and C, doing something unrelated, and then studying A, B, and C again. In interleaving, by contrast, similar items are mixed together. Thus, for example, if one is to study A, B, C, D, and E, interleaving might mean studying them in this order: CBDAEDACEB. Like spacing, interleaving enhances learning, although not necessarily for the same reasons as spacing (Birnbaum, Kornell, Bjork, & Bjork, 2013; Carvalho & Goldstone, 2015; Kang & Pashler, 2012; Rohrer, Dedrick, & Burgess, 2014) . In this article, we use the terms spacing when referring to events or effects that can be attributed to spacing, interleaving specifically when referring to mixing items together, and blocking to refer to studying the same item on consecutive trials.
Spacing and interleaving are attractive because they increase learning, are relatively easy to do, and do not require more study time than blocking (Dempster, 1988) . Unfortunately, people tend to believe that blocking is more effective than spacing (Baddeley & Longman, 1978; Kornell, 2009; Kornell & Bjork, 2008; Simon & Bjork, 2001; Zechmeister & Shaughnessy, 1980) . One potential explanation for this preference stems from the increased fluency that blocking affords, because higher fluency is associated with higher memorability ratings (e.g., Benjamin, Bjork, & Schwartz, 1998; Rhodes & Castel, 2008) . If two presentations are spaced or interleaved, remembering the first presentation will be relatively difficult at the time of the second presentation. If the presentations are blocked, doing so will be relatively easy. People naturally assume that easy retrieval is a sign that information is well learned. Thus, they believe that blocking is more effective than interleaving. On the contrary, retrieval difficulty (i.e., low accessibility) often enhances learning (Bjork & Bjork, 1992; Pyc & Rawson, 2009) . Spacing is a "desirable difficulty" (Bjork, 1994) , that is, a manipulation that creates challenges during initial learning but enhances long-term learning.
Study Choices
If people's study decisions are guided by their metacognitive judgments, they should prefer blocking to spacing or interleaving. But study choices are not always guided by metacognitive judgments (see . Do people spontaneously choose to space their studying? A number of studies have investigated this question using paradigms in which participants could study the same word-pair multiple times. The evidence is somewhat mixed. Son's (2004) participants studied a word pair (e.g., hirsute-hairy) for one second, made a judgment of learning, and then decided whether to restudy now (i.e., block) or later (i.e., space). In general, participants blocked the word pairs they had rated as difficult but spaced the easy ones. Other studies found the opposite pattern: People blocked easy items and spaced difficult ones (Benjamin & Bird, 2006; Pyc & Dunlosky, 2010; Toppino & Cohen, 2010; Toppino, Cohen, Davis, & Moors, 2009 ). It appears that these disparate findings occurred because participants only prefer to block difficult pairs when, as in Son's (2004) study, they are given very little time to study and do not have to choose blocking for half of the items and spacing for the other half. Son and Kornell (2009) investigated spacing decisions in a different way. Instead of examining the effect of item difficulty on spacing, they asked a more basic question: Do people prefer blocking over spacing, or vice versa? After studying a list of word pairs, participants were shown all of the cue words along with a set of "slots" in which the cues could be placed. The participants were told they would be allowed to study the pairs in the order of the slots, from top to bottom. This paradigm gave participants more freedom to arrange their study schedule than previous studies, and it allowed them to create a complete study schedule before studying. They chose to space significantly more than would be expected by chance.
Interleaving During Inductive Category Learning
The studies described so far examined verbal learning. Like most spacing research, they involved repetition learning: the same information was presented multiple times and then tested. Not all learning involves exact repetition, however. In the present experiments we compared repetition learning to inductive learning, that is, learning a concept or category via exposure to multiple different exemplars.
Inductive learning appears to benefit from interleaving. For example, Kornell and Bjork (2008) asked participants to study paintings by various artists. Presentations of an artist's paintings were either interleaved with paintings by other artists (i.e., spaced), or presented consecutively (i.e., blocked). More learning occurred in the interleaved condition, but most participants judged that blocking had been more effective than interleaving. Similar results have been obtained in subsequent studies (Birnbaum et al., 2013; Carvalho & Goldstone, 2014; Kang & Pashler, 2012; Kornell, Castel, Eich, & Bjork, 2010; McCabe, 2011; Noh, Yan, Vendetti, Castel, & Bjork, 2014; Rohrer et al., 2014; Yan, Bjork, & Bjork, 2016; Zulkiply & Burt, 2013) .
In the present research, we examined study choices in both inductive learning and repetition learning. Kornell et al. (2010) replicated Kornell and Bjork's (2008) findings with respect to inductive learning, but they also examined a repetition learning condition. In this condition, instead of each artist being represented by multiple paintings, a single painting was shown for each artist, repeatedly during study and then again on the test. The benefit of interleaving was the same size for induction and repetition, but the participants' judgments were different. They judged blocking to be more effective than interleaving for inductive learning, replicating the previous finding. But they correctly judged interleaving to be more effective than blocking following repetition learning. Blocking was equally inefficient in both conditions. Kornell et al.'s study suggests that people might choose to space practice during repetition learning but block practice during inductive learning.
Study Choices During Inductive Category Learning
A recent study examined whether learners prefer to interleave or block their practice when learning novel categories. Tauber, Dunlosky, Rawson, Wahlheim, and Jacoby (2013) had participants learn various bird exemplars (e.g., Song Sparrow) from different bird families (e.g., Sparrow). During practice, participants controlled the order of exposure to these various bird families. The layout of choices differed across experiments. In Experiment 1, participants were shown buttons arranged in a 12 (number of bird families) ϫ 6 (number of exemplars) array. They could freely select which exemplar from which family to study next. They could choose pure blocking (e.g., study six exemplars from the Chickadee family all in a row), pure interleaving (e.g., study six different species in six consecutive trials), or some combination of both. Regardless of the selection format, Tauber et al. (2013) always found that participants preferred to block their study. The percentage of exemplars that were blocked was always higher than 70% across experiments. Furthermore, 78% or more of the participants were considered "blockers" (i.e., they did more blocked studying than interleaved studying during learning). Overall, these results suggest that participants tend to block their practice when learning from bird categories.
The Present Experiments
Experiment 1 was a conceptual replication of Kornell and Bjork's (2008) first experiment. Instead of artists' paintings, participants learned to identify various species of penguins. In addition to its value as a replication, Experiment 1 served two purposes. First it tested the assumption that interleaving would be effective with the learning materials used in these studies. Second, it provided a measure of item difficulty that could be used in the analyses of Experiment 2.
Experiment 2 examined participants' decisions about how much they wanted to interleave versus block their studying. Participants were not asked to decide when they wanted to study an item in the future, because research suggests that students do not typically plan out future study sessions or future study trials (Kornell & Bjork, 2007) .
Instead, their decision process seems to focus on what they want to study next. (When students do space their studying, therefore, it is not necessarily on purpose; spacing may be a byproduct of a decision process that does not consider the amount of spacing.) Thus, the procedure in Experiment 2 was similar to that used in Experiments 3 and 4 by Tauber et al. (2013) : On each trial, participants were asked which species they wanted to study next. There were two groups of participants: In the inductive condition, each picture of a given species was different; in the repetition condition, each picture of a given species was the same.
Our study represents a conceptual replication of Tauber et al.'s (2013) research. It also extends that research in two important ways. First, we compared inductive learning to repetition learning. Second, we used novel approaches to data analysis that challenge existing conclusions about spacing.
Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, participants were asked to learn to identify 10 species of penguins. To do so, they were shown five different pictures of each kind of penguin. Half of the species were presented blocked and half were presented interleaved. After a multiple-choice test on novel photographs, participants were asked which condition they thought had been more effective, blocking or interleaving.
Method
Participants and design. The participants were 45 University of California, Los Angeles, undergraduates (37 female, eight male, mean age ϭ 19.9 years) who were recruited from a psychology department subject pool and participated in exchange for credit in their psychology classes. The only independent variable was interleaving versus blocking, which was manipulated within-participants. This study was approved by the University of California, Los Angeles Office for Protection of Research Subjects.
The minimum sample size was determined based on the results of Kornell and Bjork's (2008, Experiment 1a) . They found an effect size of .99 in a within-participant design. Assuming this effect size, we calculated that we needed a minimum of 16 participants to achieve 95% power.
Materials. The materials were 70 photographs of penguins (see Figure 1 ). There were 10 penguin categories, with seven photographs per category; 50 photographs were used during study, and 20 were used during the final test. Although each species had a label, it was not possible to use the actual names for some of the penguins because they were too descriptive (e.g., Chinstrap, Yellow-Eyed). Thus, the penguins were labeled Adelie, Conall, Gentoo, Janakima, Kohar, Lachesis, Odovacar, Peredur, Reinhard, and Shivali. (The corresponding actual names were Adelie, Chinstrap, Gentoo, Emperor, Galapagos, Snares Island, King, Fairy, African, and Yellow-Eyed).
The backgrounds in the photos were a mix of ice, snow, liquid water, rocks, mud, and vegetation. The background was not exclusively snow and ice in any category; snow or ice were prominently displayed in five of the categories and minimal or completely absent in the other five. The pictures were obtained from three web pages in 2007. When we entered the URLs for these pages in 2017, they all showed a message that the page could not be found.
Procedure. The study was conducted online. After reading instructions describing the procedure, participants studied five photographs from each of 10 penguin categories. The photographs were presented for 3 s each. The category name (e.g., Adelie) was printed beneath each photograph.
Half of the categories were presented blocked, meaning that all 5 photographs of a given species were presented consecutively. The other categories were presented interleaved, meaning that the species were mixed together. The presentations occurred in blocks of five items. Each block either consisted of five photographs of one category (blocked, or B) or one photograph from each of the spaced categories (interleaved, or I). The order of blocks was IBIBIBIBIB. Categories were randomly assigned to one of these positions on a by-participant basis. Within a given category, the exemplars were always shown in the same order (e.g., the first encounter with a Kohar showed the same picture for all participants).
After the study phase ended, participants were asked to count backward by threes from 547 for 15 s, and then the final test began. None of the photographs presented during the final test had been presented during study. During a test trial, a photograph was presented with 10 buttons below it. Each button was labeled with a category name (e.g., Adelie) and the participant was asked to select the species in the photograph. After making a correct response, the participants were told that they had been correct; after making an error, they were told what the correct answer was. Test trials were self-paced and feedback was presented for 2 s.
There were 20 test trials, which were split into two blocks. All 10 categories were tested, in random order, in the first block. Then all 10 categories were tested again, using new photographs, in a new random order. The results of the second test block will not be presented for two reasons. First, there was no second test block in Experiment 2 (in Experiment 2, in the repetition condition, a second test block would not have made sense because there was only one photo per category and it was tested in the first block). Second, feedback was given during the first test. This made the first test into a spaced learning opportunity for all items, blurring the distinction between the spaced condition and the massed condition (the latter of which became a massed-then-spaced condition).
After finishing the final test, the participants were asked a final question. The terms massed and spaced were defined as follows: "MASSED-A given penguin's photos are shown consecutively (e.g., 5 consecutive paintings are all of the same kind of penguin). SPACED-A given penguin's photos are shown intermittently, with other photos inbetween (e.g., 5 consecutive photos might all be of different kinds of penguins)." (The word paintings was used instead of photo due to experimenter error.) Participants were asked "Which do you think helped you learn more, massed or spaced?" (Although it would have been technically correct to refer to the conditions as blocked and interleaved instead of massed and spaced, our participants did not know this and, moreover, massed and spaced seem like more intuitive terms).
Results
The proportion of responses that were correct was significantly higher in the interleaved condition (M ϭ .69, SD ϭ .26) than the blocked condition (M ϭ .50, SD ϭ .26), t(44) ϭ 4.23, p Ͻ .0001, d ϭ .64. Thirty of 38 participants (79%) did better in the interleaved condition than the blocked condition (seven did equally well in the two conditions). Nevertheless, 40 of the 45 participants (89%) believed that they had done better in the blocked condition-despite making the rating after taking the final test. In short, interleaving was more effective than blocking for inductive learning, but blocking was rated as more effective. These findings replicate those of Kornell and Bjork (2008) .
Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, participants studied the same materials and took the same type of test, as in Experiment 1. There were two important differences between the experiments. First, the order in which the categories were studied, and thus the degree of spacing, was under the participant's control. Second, there was a repetition learning condition in which each species was represented by a single photograph that was used during the study phase and again on the test. There was also an inductive learning condition, in which no photograph was ever repeated, as in Experiment 1. Based on the results of Tauber et al. (2013) , we predicted that participants would choose to block study rather than interleave. We also predicted, based on the results of Kornell et al. (2010) , that participants would be more inclined to space their studying during repetition learning than during inductive learning.
Method
Participants and design. The participants were 61 University of California, Los Angeles, undergraduates who were recruited from a psychology department subject pool and participated in exchange for credit in their psychology classes. (Because of a researcher error, participant demographics were not collected.) Thirty-six and 25 participants were assigned to the inductive learning and repetition learning conditions, respectively.
The sample size was determined based on the rule of thumb that between participant experiments should have roughly 30 participants or more per condition. The repetition condition did not quite reach this threshold because random assignment was truly random and so the participants did not split into conditions evenly. We did not feel it was necessary to increase the sample size further because we expect repetition versus induction to have large effects on choice behavior and we expected participants to have a strong preference for blocking over interleaving.
Materials. The materials were 60 of the 70 penguin photographs used in Experiment 1 (see Figure 1) . The reason only 60 of the photographs were used is that it was not feasible to test each category twice in the repetition learning condition, so in both conditions each species was tested only once. Of the 60 photographs used in the induction condition, only the 10 that were used on the test in the induction condition were used in the repetition condition. Thus, the same items were tested in both conditions.
Procedure. The experiment took place online. After reading instructions, participants began the study phase. They studied five photographs from each of 10 penguin species for 3 s each, like in Experiment 1. In the repetition condition, all five photographs of a given species were exactly the same during the study phase. Each trial began with a screen containing 10 buttons arranged in a single vertical column. Each button was labeled with a category name (e.g., Gentoo). The order of the species was ordered randomly on a participant-byparticipant basis. Next to each button a number was displayed that represented the number of times the button could be pressed. At the outset of study, all of the numbers read 5. If the participant pressed the Gentoo button, a photograph of a Gentoo penguin was displayed for 3 s with the word Gentoo under it, and then the screen containing 10 buttons reappeared. Because the Gentoo button had been pressed one time and could only be pressed four more times, the number next to it now read 4. After all of the buttons had been pressed five times, a link appeared that allowed the participant to advance to the test.
During the final test, 10 photographs, one from each species, were presented one at a time in random order. The participants were shown the names of all 10 types of penguin and asked to select, and type in, the name corresponding to the photograph. Responding was self-paced. No feedback was provided during the final test. In the repetition condition, the photographs were the same ones that had been presented during study; in the induction condition, they were novel photographs.
After completing the test, participants were asked the following question: "Which do you think is a more effective way of studying in this experiment?" They were provided with two response options. One represented blocked study: "Study one kind of penguin repeatedly, then move on to the next kind." The other represented spaced study: "Study one kind of penguin just once or twice at a time, then move on to other types, and come back to revisit previously studied penguins again later."
Results
We begin the results section with an analysis of blocking rate, a metric that was reported previously in similar studies (Tauber et al., 2013) . We then turn to an additional set of novel analyses. We also wanted to estimate how similar participants' responses were to what would be expected from random responding (i.e., responding that was not guided by any strategy). We estimated random responding by running a Monte Carlo simulation in which we simulated 10,000,000 sessions of random responding and analyzed the pattern of results.
Blocking rate. To examine the blocking rate during practice, we classified each trial as either a blocked or interleaved following the process used by Tauber et al. (2013) . Trial N was classified as blocked if the same species was studied on the prior trial (N Ϫ 1) or the next trial (N ϩ 1); otherwise it was categorized as interleaved. For example, in the study sequence of gentoo, gentoo, lachesis, lachesis would be labeled as two sets of blocked trials (i.e., four blocked trials) and would not count the switch from gentoo to lachesis as an interleaving trial. If the study sequence had continued as gentoo, gentoo, lachesis, lachesis, janakima, kohar, kohar, then the sequence would be labeled as six blocked trials and one interleaved trial.
Another way to understand the computation of blocking rate is by examining Figure 2 , which displays two participants' response patterns. These participants were selected because their responses were near average on a number of variables, including blocking rate, other analyses to be described shortly such as total spacing, and distribution of blocking across the course of the session. As an example of how blocking rate was computed, the bottom row of Figure 2A represents five study trials on a species, two that were interleaved and three that were blocked. In the bottom row of Figure 2B , there are four blocked trials and one interleaved trial.
After each response had been classified (except the very first, which was not analyzed), a blocking rate was computed by dividing the number of blocked trials by the total number of trials. Participants were then categorized as blockers if their blocking rate was greater than 50%.
Our simulation showed that random responding would produce an average of 7.67 blocked responses out of a possible 49 responses that could be blocked, a blocking rate of 15.6%. The actual blocking rate was 47.2% (SD ϭ 31.6%) in the inductive learning condition and 31.9% (SD ϭ 33.3%) in the repetition learning condition. Both scores were significantly higher than 15.6%: t(35) ϭ 6.00, p Ͻ .0001, d ϭ 1.25, and t(24) ϭ 2.45, p ϭ .02, d ϭ .73, respectively.
The blocking rate was higher in the induction condition than the repetition condition. This difference, which was predicted based on the results of Kornell et al. (2010) , was significant based on a one-tailed test, t(59) ϭ 1.81, p ϭ .04, d ϭ .47. Tauber et al. (2013) analyzed the average length of a run of blocked trials (e.g., studying the same category three times would be a run of length three). In their first experiment, for example, their participants studied an average of 6.0 exemplars from the same category before moving to a new category. In our data, the average run length was 2.03 trials (SD ϭ 1.29) in the induction learning condition and 1.66 trials (SD ϭ 1.46) in the repetition learning condition. Tauber et al. provided six exemplars for study, which means that on average their participants viewed every exemplar before moving on to the next category (their participants could study a category more than six times, but if they did they would have to see exemplars they had seen before). Thus, their data show that their participants typically studied all of the exemplars in a category before moving on to the next category. Our data are quite different, as participants rarely studied every exemplar in a category in a single run. In the induction condition, 32 of 36 participants never studied a category five times in a row, and of those who did, two did so only once, one did so eight times, and one did so 10 times. In the repetition condition, 23 of 25 participants never studied all of the exemplars in a category in a row, with one doing so once and one doing so 10 times. Our simulation showed that by chance, a category would be studied five times in a row less than once in 1,000 sessions.
Like Tauber et al. (2013) , we classified participants as blockers if their blocking rate was above 50%. In the inductive learning condition, half of the participants were categorized as blockers (18/36 ϭ 50%). In the repetition learning condition, six of 25 ϭ 24% were blockers. We also classified participants using a cutoff of 15.6%, which is the blocking rate that would be expected by chance in our paradigm. Using this cutoff, 26 of 36 ϭ 72% were blockers in the induction learning condition and 13 of 25 ϭ 52% were blockers in the repetition learning condition.
Three main conclusions can be drawn from these findings. First, our participants chose to block at a rate much higher than would be expected by chance. Second, the blocking rate was higher in the inductive learning condition than in the repetition learning condition. Third, our results diverged from those of Tauber et al. (2013) . In their studies, participants blocked 70 -90% of the exemplars they studied and tended to study every exemplar from a category before moving to the next category. Our participants blocked less than 50% of their exemplars and, with the exception of three participants, almost never blocked all of a category's exemplars in a row. There are a variety of differences between our procedure and Tauber et al.'s (2013) that could explain this difference and without further research there is no way to identify which mattered, as we discuss further in the general discussion.
Our results thus far can be summarized as showing that our participants' strategy was to block their learning. It follows that they chose to interleave less often than would be expected by chance. Nonetheless, the majority of their responses were interleaved.
There are countless choices to be made when one interleaves; for example, the sequences ABABCDCDEFEF and ABCDEFABCDEF are both completely interleaved, but they differ in the amount of spacing between repetitions of an item (and in how much learning should occur; Cepeda et al., 2006) . The next three analyses focus on the spacing of our participants' responses.
Total spacing. We computed total spacing as the number of trials that intervened between the first and last study trial. For example, if a category was studied five times in a row, the total spacing would be three items because that is how many items separate the first study trial from the last; if it was the first and last item studied in the session, its total spacing would be 48 items. For example, in the top row of Figure 2A , the total spacing is 35 items (because there are 32 dashes and three numbers between the first and last study trial) and in the top row of Figure 2B the total spacing is 10 items.
The total spacing between the first and last study trial is important, because research suggests that when participants learn via study trials (or tests with feedback), the total spacing between the first and last trial affects learning, but the arrangement of items in between the first and last trial is less important (Balota, Duchek, & Logan, 2007; Karpicke & Roediger, 2007 Landauer & Bjork, 1978; Storm, Bjork, & Storm, 2010) .
Hypothetically, a participant could have an average total spacing anywhere from 3 to 39 items. Random responding would result in an average total spacing of 33 items. The average total spacing scores of the induction condition (M ϭ 30.71, SD ϭ 9.73) and repetition condition (M ϭ 32.34, SD ϭ 8.01) did not differ significantly from the rate expected based on random responding. Neither did they differ from each other (all p values Ͼ .15). In isolation, this finding would suggest that participants were indifferent to blocking versus spacing, but of course this interpretation is inconsistent with our analysis of blocking rates. This inconsistency can be explained by the next set of analyses.
Exemplar-to-exemplar spacing. We next examined the spacing between any two selections of a given category. The unit of analysis here was pairs of responses within a category, which means that we analyzed four pairs of responses for each category (response 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, and 4 -5). For example, if a category was studied twice in a row (i.e., blocked), the spacing of that pair of trials would be zero; if it was studied and then all of the other categories were studied, once each, before the original category was studied again, its spacing would be nine. In the top row of Figure 2A , the four exemplar-to-exemplar spacing values are 13, 0, 0, and 19; in the top row of Figure 2B they are 0, 3, 4, and 0.
As the histogram in Figure 3 shows, two responses stood out in both the induction condition and repetition condition: Studying a category twice in a row (i.e., blocking) and studying after an interval of nine other trials. Just as important, degrees of spacing in between zero and nine, that is, pairs separated by between one and eight trials, stood out by their absence. In other words, participants chose to block consecutive trials or they chose to space, but they avoided short spacing gaps in between. Pairs separated by more than nine trials occurred at a rate roughly equivalent to chance.
The analyses of blocking rate, above, showed that participants blocked their study (i.e., studied the same category on consecutive trials) more than would be expected by chance. To assess whether participants spaced their nonblocked trials, we excluded blocked trials from the next analysis. Based on random responding, excluding blocked trials, any two repetitions of a category would be spaced by an average of 8.33 other trials. The actual spacing, excluding blocked trials, was significantly higher than 8.33 in the induction condition (M ϭ 12.54, SD ϭ 5.32), t(34) ϭ 4.69, p Ͻ .0001, d ϭ .79, and the repetition condition (M ϭ 11.36, SD ϭ 5.10), t(23) ϭ 2.91, p ϭ .008, d ϭ .59. Thus, when participants did not block, they tended to space at a level greater than chance.
In short, participants chose to both block and space, while avoiding responses in between. This outcome seems to explain why total spacing did not differ from chance: On a pair-by-pair basis, the blocking rate was high but so was the spacing rate, and these two rates cancelled each other out with respect to total spacing.
There is a difference between a response pattern and a strategy. Our participants' response patterns showed preferences for both blocking and spacing, but we hypothesize that their strategy did not actually involve consideration of blocking or spacing. Their strategy seemed to be as follows: Choose a category that was a high priority because it had not been studied recently, and study it thoroughly, meaning often more than once. Then assign that category a low priority, because it had been studied recently, and choose a different high-priority category. This strategy will result in a pattern of blocking and spacing with few responses in between, which is exactly what we found.
Category-to-category spacing. It is impossible to prove our hypothesis that our participants used the strategy we are calling thorough and fair. This hypothesis does make another testable prediction, though: The number of categories studied in between repetitions of a given category should be about nine. We examine this prediction next.
Earlier we examined the number of trials that intervened between repetitions, but this number should vary depending on how much blocking participants do. The number of other categories that intervene between repetitions of a category is not affected by the amount of blocking that occurs. For example, suppose someone studied categories A-E in the following order: ABBBCCDDDBBEEAA. The category-to-category spacing between the first and second A would be five, because five other blocks of categories (B, C, D, B, E) were studied between the first and second block of A trials. If another participant chose an order of ABCDBEA, the category-to-category spacing would be exactly the same (B, C, D, B, E), but these two sequences differ with respect to blocking rate, total spacing, and exemplar-to-exemplar spacing.
We examined category-to-category spacing by counting each block of consecutive trials on the same category as a single study event and determining the number of these study events between pairs of selections of a given category. For example, in the top row of Figure 2A , there are three study events (1, 234, and 5) and the category-tocategory spacing was 13 and 10; in the top row of Figure 2B there were three study events (12, 3, and 45) and the category-to-category spacing was 3 and 3.
The benefit of this analysis is that it is the only way to examine how fair the participants' responses were (i.e., how many other categories they visited before returning to a given category) independent of how thorough their responses were (i.e., how many times they studied a given category before moving on to another category). A perfectly fair response strategy with 10 categories would always result in a category-to-category spacing of nine, regardless of how much blocking was involved.
The category-to-category spacing means were 8.35 and 8.55 in the induction and repetition conditions, respectively. The median and mode were 9 in both conditions.
Moreover, intervals of nine other categories accounted for 30% and 42% of all responses in the induction and repetition conditions, respectively, far more than any other interval (see Figure 3) . In short, after leaving a category, participants tended to study every other category before returning to study again, which supports the hypothesis that they were guided by the principle of being fair in selecting categories.
Individual differences. One important result was difficult to quantify: Every participant's response pattern was unique. Given our paradigm, the number of possible response patterns was over 4 43 , a number larger than the mass, in kilograms, of 10 trillion suns. Figure  2 displays the responses of two of our participants. The participant in the induction condition in Figure 2A visited most of the categories once, then blocked practice in the middle of the session, and then paid a last visit to most of the categories at the end of the session (i.e., crammed). The participant in the repetition condition ( Figure 2B ) did less blocking than the induction participants. Ironically, his or her responses also resulted in less total spacing than the induction participant's.
The responses of these typical participants fit with the thorough and fair strategy described above. Both participants tended to study a category and then either stick with it or come back to it after a meaningful delay. Figure 2 shows that participants did not necessarily come back to a category after studying nine other exemplars, but they did tend to come back after studying about nine other categories. Clearly, though, there was variability in participants' response patterns and they were neither always thorough nor always fair.
Metacognitive judgments. After completing the final test, participants were asked which they thought was more effective, blocking or spacing. Sixty-seven percent said spacing. In Experiment 1, by contrast, 88% said blocking. Consistent with Kornell et al.'s (2010) results, more participants favored spacing in the repetition learning condition (76%) than the in the inductive learning condition (61%).
Why did 88% of participants rate blocking as more effective than spacing in Experiment 1, whereas only 33% did so in Experiment 2? One possibility is that whereas both experiments defined blocking as studying a species all at once, they differed in the way spacing was defined: In Experiment 1, it was defined as never repeating a species but in Experiment 2 the definition was, "Study one kind of penguin just once or twice at a time, then move on to other types, and come back to revisit previously studied penguins again later." It is possible that this description of a mix of blocking and spacing was more appealing than pure blocking or pure spacing and, in particular, participants may have wanted to avoid pure spacing in both experiments. This possibility is consistent with the mix of blocking and spacing evident in the study choices in Experiment 2.
This finding also suggests that previous research on metacognitive judgments about spacing may have missed something important. Previous research, and Experiment 1, suggests that people think pure blocking is a better way to learn than pure interleaving. This false belief is a damning indictment of students' metacognitive abilities. Our results suggest that this might be a false choice between two bad options. Our participants seemed to think a combination of interleaving and blocking was preferable to pure blocking (which they prefer to pure interleaving). This belief is much less damning and, in fact, may be adaptive; some research has shown that allowing students benefit from being allowed to make their own decisions about studying (Carvalho, Braithwaite, de Leeuw, Motz, & Goldstone, 2016) .
Final test accuracy. Proportion correct on the final test was significantly higher in the repetition learning condition (M ϭ .93, SD ϭ .17) than the inductive learning condition (M ϭ .55, SD ϭ .25), t(59) ϭ 6.57, p Ͻ .0001, d ϭ 1.76. This finding is to be expected because the tested photograph was being presented for the sixth time in the repetition learning condition but only the first time in the inductive learning condition.
We did not analyze the impact of spacing versus blocking on learning. One reason for this decision is that it is not obvious how people should be divided into groups, given that a single individual might be considered a heavy blocker and a heavy spacer at the same time. The other reason is that without randomly assigning participants to conditions, we do not think it is possible to accurately estimate the benefit of spacing and blocking.
Results summary. The initial question was, would people block or space their study? The answer appears to be both. Participants often blocked their studying by choosing the same category twice or more in a row. When they did move away from a category, though, they tended not to come back to it until they had studied a good number of other categories; that is, they avoided intermediate gaps and chose either blocking or a large amount of spacing between pairs of exemplars in a category. Inductive learners favored blocking more than repetition learners. Judgments of which was more effective, blocking or spacing, showed that the majority of participants in both groups judged a mix of blocking and spacing to be more effective than pure blocking, although this preference was especially pronounced in the induction learning condition.
General Discussion
A bee foraging for nectar will visit a flower and spend as long as necessary to extract the nectar, "blocking" its attention if the nectar is abundant. It will then move on to the next flower and put off returning to the first flower for a long time. That is, it will "space" its visits by visiting the other flowers before returning to the first one. Participants in Experiment 2 may have used the same strategy when foraging for information (see Metcalfe & Kornell, 2005; Pirolli & Card, 1999) , a strategy we call being thorough and fair. They were thorough when studying a category, often studying it multiple times, which resulted in blocking. They were fair when choosing the next category they would study, often choosing the category studied least recently, which resulted in spacing. We cannot prove that this strategy guided our participants, but it would produce the pattern of data we obtained.
A participant guided by the principles of thoroughness and fairness could have produced the data we observed without ever thinking about the value or blocking or spacing. Instead of asking "When do I want to study this category next?," their decision process may have focused on "What do I want to study right now?" In other words, it is possible that our participants did little or no planning ahead. Spacing and blocking may have been byproducts, rather than goals, of our participants' study strategies.
How Thorough?
One might wonder whether "thorough" is the right term for participants who tended to study categories two or three times in a row. Our participants almost never studied a category from start to finish on consecutive trials, whereas Tauber et al.'s (2013) participants chose this strategy frequently. Were our participants less than thorough? We have two answers to this question. First and foremost, the fact that they blocked their studying suggests that being thorough guided their decisions. A strategy of being fair but not thorough would mean switching categories every trial. This is not the strategy our participants used, which suggests that in addition to being fair they also tried to be thorough.
Second, being thorough does not mean persisting for as long as possible. A bee is not more thorough if it stays on a flower after the nectar is gone; similarly, a thorough studier sticks with a category until they are gaining little or no learning from it, and then moves on. In a thorough strategy, therefore, the decision to depart from a category depends on one's judgment of how much one is learning. This kind of judgment has been called a judgment of rate of learning (jROL) or a judgment of "information uptake" (Metcalfe & Kornell, 2005; Kornell & Metcalfe, 2006) . jROLs are distinct from judgments of learning (JOLs); in a JOL one judges how well one will do on an upcoming test, whereas in a jROL one judges how much one's knowledge is changing as one studies (JOL is a bit of a misnomer, because what is being judged is actually future knowledge, not current learning). Research has shown that people tend to stop studying an item when continuing to study seems fruitless, even if they do not think they know the answer; that is, they stop when their jROLs become low, even if their JOL is still low (Metcalfe & Kornell, 2005) . We presume that our participants switched categories after two or three repetitions because their jROLs were low, but we do not have direct evidence for this claim. Thus, our participants were thorough, but we do not claim to know how thorough they were.
Relationship to Prior Studies
One important question is why our participants chose to block less than 50% of their exemplars, whereas Tauber et al.'s (2013) participants blocked 70 -90% of their exemplars. It is impossible to give a definitive answer because the studies were different in many ways.
One important factor might be the stimuli themselves. For example, our photographs were probably more interesting to look at, because they showed penguins in their natural environment, caring for their young, and interacting with other penguins, whereas the birds used by Tauber et al. were similar to each other in size and shape, and they were all pictured against a brown background perched in the same position. Study choices are influenced by interestingness (e.g., Son & Metcalfe, 2000) , and it is possible that Tauber et al.'s (2013) participants would have blocked less if the pictures they were shown had been more interesting. This proposal could be tested by manipulating the interestingness of the materials in a category learning study. The materials also differed with respect to the variability within, and between, categories. Like interestingness, variability is difficult to quantify, but our photos might have had more within-category variability (i.e., variability among the pictures of a single species), because they varied in terms of the position and angle of the penguins, the number of penguins in the photo, and what the penguins were doing. Our photos probably had more between-category variability as well, given that we showed penguins that varied in size, shape, coloration pattern, texture, and more. A study that manipulated study materials could examine whether or not stimuli with less variability tend to be blocked more.
We speculate that a smaller methodological difference might also have mattered: Tauber et al. let their participants decide when to stop studying whereas our participants had to study each species exactly five times. Learners usually like to cram before a test (Kornell, 2009 ) but trying to do so would have meant different things for Tauber et al.'s participants than for ours. Tauber et al.'s participants could study all six exemplars from a category in a row and then cycle back, at the end of the session, to cram in some of restudy each of the categories. If our participants completely blocked their study, they would have used up all their chances to study and been unable to cram. Thus, ironically, our participants might have chosen to space their studying because they wanted to cram. (It is possible that our participants' strategy was actually, be thorough, be fair, and cram at the end, but we do not feel the evidence for cramming is strong enough for such a claim.) These speculations could be tested by manipulating whether or not participants who wanted to cram needed to hold a final study trial or two in reserve.
Although it is important to try to explain why our data differ from those of Tauber et al. (2013) , as we have just done, it is no less essential to acknowledge that the gap between the two studies holds an important lesson of its own. The methodological differences between our study and the studies by Tauber et al. are relatively small. The differences among students in how they study are much larger. If our small differences produced such large differences in blocking rates, we can only imagine that blocking rates in real life must vary even more. Thus, it is important to highlight that the question "do people block or interleave their learning when studying categories" might only have one answer: it depends.
It is also important to ask whether Tauber et al.'s (2013) data disprove our hypothesis about people using the strategy of being thorough and fair. Tauber et al.'s participants were clearly thorough, given that they blocked so much. It is not possible to say whether they were fair, because Tauber et al. (2013) did not present analyses of spacing. Thus, the results presented by Tauber et al. (2013) are not inconsistent with participants being thorough and fair.
Limitations
A limitation of the present experiment, and previous research on study decisions regarding spacing, is that participants decided how to mix items within a single study session. In other words, participants made decisions about interleaving versus blocking. Spacing can also mean distributing entire study sessions across time. To date, the literature says nothing about how people would choose, for example, to distribute three hours of study time over the course of a week (e.g., "Should I study for 3 hours on Sunday or for 1 hour each on Monday, Thursday, and Sunday?").
Decisions about study sessions are probably more relevant than decisions about interleaving to the choices students face in real life. In real life, we suspect, participants do decide what they want to study right now, rather than deciding when in the future they are going to study something. The decision about what to study right now is probably largely determined by what due date or exam is most imminent (Kornell & Bjork, 2007) . It would be interesting to know whether choices across sessions tend toward a combination of both spacing and blocking, and whether they are consistent with the thorough and fair strategy proposed here.
Conclusion
We began with a simple question: "Do people prefer to block or interleave their studying during inductive learning?" Previous research suggested that they preferred to block. The answer we arrived at is not so simple. Our participants blocked their study more than would be expected by chance, but they interleaved slightly more than they blocked. Moreover, they made sure their interleaved trials were more spaced apart than would be expected by chance. From another perspective, though, the answer to our initial question may be neither. We have argued our participants used a strategy that, in terms of their mental processes, was not driven by a desire to block or space their study, per se. Instead, they were thorough and fair in studying categories, in a manner reminiscent of foraging, and this strategy resulted in blocking and spacing.
